
Blue dot

Hovering in space

The only earth we've got

Who's driving this cool blue meatball thru the void?
Blue dot

The only refuge for those who are thirsty, or like to breathe

With forests, lakes and seas

The only place you can get a corn beef on rye with a pickle on the side

Blue dot
B l u e d o t

The only home I've ever known

Who's driving this commodities supermarket thru the endless night sky?

Is everything quantifiable?

Can nestle buy every drop of cool clear water and sell it back to us wrapped in garbage?
When you can't drink the water or breathe the air, your stocks and bonds and dividends turn back 

into the paper they are, then back into the earth once more

Blue dot

One lively little spot

The only known source of polka

Love, and surfing
The repository of the galaxie's entire supply of Nickelback

Everything we've ever known or thought, every tweet, melody or dirty limerick has travelled thru this

oh so thin atmosphere, wrapped around this blue ball like a condom

Blue dot

Rolling across a blanket of stars
Maybe, probably not the only planet with life.

But the only one you can get to with a pair of wheels

Scientists say that some of the water on earth pre dates the birth of our sun

What other creatures swam in, lived, loved, ate, drank and died in those waters beneath an alien sun 

in time undreamed of?
What does the water remember as we run through the sprinkler, wash the mud off our monster truck

mags,

Hot tub parties, hydroelectric dams, supersoakers, we mix toxic crap into water, then blast it down 

into contaminated crevices and cracks to push out gas and oil. As if poison could ever quench your 

thirst. The thirst never ends

Blue dot
Facism, buddhism, the twist, potlucks, bacon, biplanes, bisexual bilingual biathletes, mortgages, 

comic books, communism, poetry, punk rock and terrorism. Everything you have ever known or will 

know has been a ripple on the surface of this lonely blue dot.

But Who will remember that all this even happened?

Blue dot
The vast parade of beings who have come this way before

The endless variation and days of peace and war



The multitudes of creatures

Who throng the sea and sky

Upon this spinning blue dot

They live and breathe and die
We are all but parasites upon this living ball

We cannot escape our destiny as a part of one and all

As we tip the balance

, we do so at our doom

Will we turn this garden
Into an earthly tomb?

Blue dot

Up on the mountain
Down in the valley below

You gonna reap just as ye sow

But who owns the seeds and what will grow?

No no no no monsanto
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